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Figure 1: STREAM combines spatially-aware tablets with augmented reality head-mounted displays for visual data analysis.
Users can interact with 3D visualizations through a multimodal interaction concept, allowing for fuid interaction with the
visualizations.

ABSTRACT
Recent research in the area of immersive analytics demonstrated the
utility of head-mounted augmented reality devices for visual data
analysis. However, it can be challenging to use the by default supported mid-air gestures to interact with visualizations in augmented
reality (e.g. due to limited precision). Touch-based interaction (e.g.
via mobile devices) can compensate for these drawbacks, but is limited to two-dimensional input. In this work we present STREAM:
Spatially-aware Tablets combined with Augmented Reality HeadMounted Displays for the multimodal interaction with 3D visualizations. We developed a novel eyes-free interaction concept for
the seamless transition between the tablet and the augmented reality environment. A user study reveals that participants appreciated the novel interaction concept, indicating the potential for
spatially-aware tablets in augmented reality. Based on our fndings,
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we provide design insights to foster the application of spatiallyaware touch devices in augmented reality and research implications
indicating areas that need further investigation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Mixed reality devices for augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality
(VR) are becoming increasingly sophisticated, ofering new possibilities for visual data analysis. Recent research in the area of immersive analytics [44] indicates that head-mounted displays (HMDs)
increase the understanding of abstract 3D visualizations [34, 35, 65]
thanks to egocentric navigation and an increased stereoscopic perception. In addition, the use of AR devices enables users to keep
their current work practices, such as using paper notes and collaborating with nearby colleagues [44]. AR environments also allow
for the seamless integration of auxiliary devices, for example by
augmenting existing data visualizations on large displays [53].
Interaction is an integral part for visual data analysis [45] but can
be especially challenging in immersive environments. AR HMDs
can make use of multimodal interaction (e.g. using mid-air gestures,
head-gaze, and natural language input), which can be benefcial
for visual data analysis [39] as it allows users to pick the best input modality for diferent tasks (e.g. speech for text input). Yet,
many tasks (e.g. selection) can only be accomplished with mid-air
gestures, as other available modalities (i.e. natural language input,
(head-)gaze, egocentric navigation) do not ofer the necessary degrees of freedom. These mid-air gestures have, however, shown
to be tiring [1, 12, 29], unreliable [19], and inaccurate [14, 20]. In
comparison, touch interaction (e.g. via mobile devices) is more accurate [9], less tiring [1, 9], and ofers familiar 2D interaction, but lacks
the 3D interaction aspect of mid-air gestures. Yet, adding 3D input
to these mobile devices has shown to be benefcial when interacting with data visualizations [10, 15] and can ofer new interaction
possibilities [61, 62] (e.g. spatial triggers). This makes spatiallyaware touch devices a promising design space for interacting with
immersive data visualizations.
Although past research has explored the use of tabletops (e.g. [18])
and spatially-aware smartphones (e.g. [69]) in AR, we focus on
spatially-aware tablets as they ofer a good trade-of between user
mobility and available display space for touch interaction. Recent
research also explored the use of spatially-aware tablets for solid 3D
modeling [61], but this forgoes using the tablet as auxiliary output
modality for 2D interactions – which can be especially benefcial
when interacting with visualizations. In this work, we therefore
explore the unique interaction opportunities aforded by the combination of spatially-aware tablets and AR HMDs when interacting
with 3D visualizations.
We present the STREAM (Spatially-aware Tablets combined with
Augmented Reality Head-Mounted Displays) prototype, which offers multimodal interaction with a 3D visualization (see Figure 1).
We use an established 3D parallel coordinates visualization that consists of individual linked 2D scatter plots (cf. [18, 21, 22]), which is
well-suited for demonstrating 2D interaction (e.g. confguring scatter plots) as well as 3D interaction (e.g. visualization layout). In this
function, the spatially-aware tablet ofers familiar touch interaction
with the visualization itself, while the tablet’s spatial-awareness
and the HMD’s head-gaze and egocentric navigation can be used for
interacting within the 3D scene. To bridge the gap between tablet
and AR environment, we developed a novel eyes-free interaction
concept for fuid interaction [24] with the visualization: This allows
users to interact with the tablet while observing the immediate
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efects in the AR visualization, without having to incur the cost of
switching between diferent output modalities [27]. Furthermore,
our prototype supports a seamless transition between the tablet’s
display and the AR environment by merging the AR visualization
with the tablet’s display. Although our concept allows for tightlycoupled (i.e. working simultaneously on the same visualization) and
loosely-coupled (i.e. working on separate visualizations) collaboration, an in-depth analysis of co-located collaboration opportunities
(cf. [40, 53]) exceeds the scope of this work.
Since our prototype contains many unknown design elements
with little prior research, we aimed to assess the feasibility of our
concept and uncover initial usability problems. Thus, we evaluated
our prototype in a user study to investigate three core topics: (1) the
use of the spatially-aware tablet, (2) how participants employed
multimodal interaction, and (3) the general system usability of our
concept. Therefore, our contributions are:
(1) We present STREAM (Section 3), which combines AR HMDs
and spatially-aware tablets for multimodal interaction with
3D visualizations. Our design is grounded on prior work
(Section 2) and employs a novel eyes-free interaction technique for the seamless interaction between the tablet and
the augmented reality environment. In contrast to prior approaches that treat AR and touch devices as two distinct
output modalities, our novel concepts can bridge the gap
between AR environment and touch interface.
(2) We refect on our implementation (Section 6) to ofer design
insights to foster the application of spatially-aware touch
devices in AR and research implications indicating areas that
need further investigation. These insights and implications
stem from both our experience of developing STREAM (Section 3) and our observation of usage patterns from a user
study with eight participants (sections 4 and 5).

2

RELATED WORK

In this section we review how previous research relating to the
following three topics informed our design choices: (1) hybrid user
interfaces, (2) multimodal interaction for data visualizations, and
(3) 3D data visualizations in mixed reality.

2.1

Hybrid User Interfaces

Feiner and Shamash proposed the concept of hybrid user interfaces [25] to address the shortcomings of mixed reality HMDs by
combining them with more traditional input devices (e.g. ofering
text input on a keyboard). While mixed reality HMDs have drastically improved over the past decades, the problems addressed by
hybrid user interfaces still remain valid for modern hardware. Therefore, researchers have explored diferent device combinations in
mixed reality environments, such as interactive surfaces [18, 52, 57],
pen [64], smartwatches [26], tablets [11, 23], smartphones [42], or
tangible user interfaces [60]. Some of these approaches also include spatially-aware devices: Szalavári and Gervautz [62] propose
general interaction opportunities with a spatially-aware personal
interaction panel in AR; Surale et al. [61] establish a vocabulary
of interaction techniques for 3D solid modeling using a spatiallyaware tablet in VR; Zhu and Grossman [69] explore the design space
of bidirectional interaction between a spatially-aware smartphone
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and an AR HMD; and Büschel et al. [15] show how a spatially-aware
smartphone can improve navigation in immersive data visualizations.
However, hybrid user interfaces may require users to switch
between diferent output modalities (i.e. mobile device and AR
HMD), which can be costly [27]. We therefore investigated how we
can apply eyes-free interaction – allowing users to interact with
a device (i.e. tablet) with minimal intrusion on their visual attention [68] – to the space of mixed reality environments. Although
eyes-free interaction has been employed on a variety of devices
(e.g. phones [6, 43, 46], wearables [13, 50, 66]) and has shown to
be benefcial when interacting with large data visualizations via a
smartwatch [30], we found no prior work investigating eyes-free
interaction with mobile devices for AR HMDs.
In summary, recent research has demonstrated the benefts of
diferent device combinations in mixed reality environments, especially when these devices are spatially-aware. For immersive
analytics, tablets ofer a good trade-of between available display
space for interaction and mobility, but have not been used in this
context. In addition, eyes-free interaction techniques can be useful
to avoid the cost of switching between diferent output modalities,
but have also not been researched yet in the context of immersive
analytics or head-mounted AR. However, prior work often has a
clear separation between the device’s output modality and the AR
environment. Our work attempts to bridge this gap by allowing
users to seamlessly transition between the AR environment and
the tablet’s interface.

(e.g. [5, 63, 67]). Recently, Kraus et al. demonstrated the usefulness of immersion for 3D cluster identifcation [35] and showed
that 3D heatmaps can outperform 2D heatmaps when comparing
single data items [34]. In addition, Büschel et al. [16] extracted
tablet usage patterns for spatial interaction with 3D visualizations
in handheld VR. Over the past few years, diferent 3D visualizations in mixed reality environments have been explored, such as
fight trajectories [31], 3D parallel coordinates [18], interactively
connecting and linking together diferent axes [5, 22], link routing
between diferent visualizations in a 3D space [51], or 3D geotemporal visualizations [60]. Consequently, frameworks that facilitate
the creation of immersive visualizations have emerged, such as
DXR [56], IATK [21], or VRIA [17]. Furthermore, recent research
has investigated the opportunities of co-located collaboration, for
example for augmenting large interactive displays [53] and within
a shared virtual environment [40].
In summary, there is a growing body of work investigating and
exploring the benefts of 3D visualizations in mixed reality environments. To narrow our focus to the multimodal interaction with
spatially-aware tablets, we drew from the presented works and
employ an already established 3D parallel coordinates visualization: In terms of input compatibility, linked 2D scatter plots (e.g. as
found in ART [18] and ImAxes [22], and supported in IATK [22])
seems ftting, as the visualization necessitates both 2D input (e.g.
interacting with the scatter plots) and 3D input (e.g. visualization
layout).

2.2

We created STREAM (Spatially-aware Tablets combined with Augmented Reality Head-Mounted Displays) as a proof of concept to investigate the combination of spatially-aware tablets with AR HMDs
for multimodal interaction with 3D data visualizations. We chose
an established 3D parallel coordinates visualization that is easy to
understand (cf. [18, 21, 22]), allowing us to study our interaction
concepts without confronting users with both the complexity of a
novel visualization and novel interaction concepts. Although our
interaction concept relates to the unique challenges aforded by this
particular 3D visualization, we are confdent that our fndings can
be applied to other 3D visualizations as well (e.g. heatmaps). The
following sections1 describe the visualization, device responsibilities
of our tablet and AR HMDs, interaction design, and prototype implementation. Our prototype is also freely available as open source
project2 .

3
Multimodal Interaction for Data
Visualizations

There is a large body of research demonstrating the general benefts
of multimodal interactions, such as better accessibility [48], better
fexibility [37], and better task performance [49] as users can choose
the best input modality for a given task, as well as more reliability,
as users may fall back to alternative input modalities [47]. With regard to information visualizations, multimodal interaction can ofer
unique interaction opportunities [41] and make visualizations accessible to a broader audience [39]. Research has shown the benefts of
touch interaction in immersive environments [19], such as greater
reliability for fne-grained interaction, and explored the combination of touch with other input modalities, such as natural language
input when interacting with a network visualization [54, 59], proxemic interaction by rearranging tablets to interactively build and
manipulate visualizations [36], pen and speech for interacting with
diferent visualization types [58], and tangible interaction with a
spatially-aware tablet for performing 3D selections [10].
In summary, multimodal interaction has a large body of research
showing its benefts. AR environments are especially suited for
multimodal interaction, as their integration of many input modalities can be readily used to create multimodal experiences, allowing
users to employ the best input modalities for a given task.

2.3

3D Data Visualizations in Mixed Reality

Although 3D visualizations have long been viewed with skepticism [44], there is an increasing amount of research indicating
the benefts of 3D visualizations in mixed reality environments
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3.1

Visualization

STREAM uses a 3D parallel coordinates visualization consisting of
linked 2D scatter plots (see Figure 2), allowing users to interactively
explore a multidimensional data set. Scatter plots can be individually placed anywhere within the AR environment and links can be
established between any two scatter plots (barring circular connections). Each link represents a set of lines, and each line represents
a multidimensional record from the data set that is shot through
the scatter plots and manipulated by the same (in terms of position,
color, visibility). Links in STREAM are directional (as indicated by
1 Please

also refer to our supplemental video.

2 https://github.com/hcigroupkonstanz/STREAM
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The visualization in STREAM is composed of linked 2D scatter plots. (a) A scatter plot contains separate areas beneath
each axis for missing values. Data selections can flter or colorize the data, depending on the scatter plot’s atributes, which
are displayed in an info panel (top right). (b) Scatter plots can be linked together. Links are directional, meaning that the data
flows from one scatter plot to the next (here: left to right), allowing users to progressively flter the data.
particle efects beneath each link), allowing users to progressively
reduce or combine subsets of the data, akin to a stream of data. To
preserve line connections, missing values are placed in a dedicated
area beneath each axis and are further highlighted with a dashed
line (cf. [18]).
Scatter plots manipulate the data (and thus, lines) by defning
their position and color, but can also flter out items for subsequent
connections. For color and fltering, users can toggle diferent attributes for each scatter plot and defne selections within each scatter
plot. Each selection has either one of eight predefned solid colors,
or one of four predefned color gradients. Furthermore, each scatter
plot has three attributes: flter, colorize, and sort. The flter attribute
determines if a scatter plot’s selections remove data items not contained within a selection from subsequently connected scatter plots;
the color attribute colorizes data items based on their current selection for all connected scatter plots (i.e. only one scatter plot can
have the color attribute enabled), allowing for a linking & brushing
approach [33]; lastly, the sort attribute discards the scatter plot’s
X-axis in favor of sorting the data items by their Y-axis values. Similarly, each link can also have the color attribute: When active, the
data is colored based on the relative diferences between the two
connected scatter plots (e.g. green for increasing, red for decreasing
values).

3.2

Device Responsibilities

To make full use of the AR HMD and the spatially-aware tablet,
each component of our 3D visualization (i.e. scatter plot, link) has a
representation in the 3D AR scene, and a 2D counterpart suitable for
viewing on the tablet (see Figure 3). The 2D visualization always
matches the user’s perspective on the 3D visualization (e.g. 2D

scatter plot is fipped horizontally when users looks at 3D scatter
plot from behind). Both representations are synchronized in real
time, thus ofering fuid interaction across devices that leverages
the unique benefts of each device (cf. [18]).
The AR HMD is suited for viewing and interacting with 3D
visualizations, thanks to its stereoscopic output and egocentric
navigation (cf. [35]). We therefore employ many of its available
input modalities (i.e. head-gaze, egocentric navigation) for tasks
that require 3D input (e.g. positioning of scatter plots). While the
by default available mid-air gestures are also suited for 3D input,
we chose to forgo mid-air gestures in favor of concentrating on
the tablet interaction. In addition, our choices were also infuenced
by the technical restrictions of available hardware (i.e. Microsoft
HoloLens 1). Although we used head-gaze in this specifc scenario,
our concepts are responsive and work with both head-gaze and
eye-gaze, depending on what is available.
In contrast to the AR HMD, the spatially-aware tablet excels in
viewing and interacting with 2D information, thanks to its highresolution display and touch-based interactions. It is therefore suitable for 2D interaction (e.g. creating selections), but can also assist
in tasks that require 3D input, thanks to its spatial awareness. The
2D display can also be benefcial when investigating relative diferences, as the simplifed 2D representation (see Figure 3(b)) removes
any perspective distortion that can occur in a 3D scene.

3.3

Interaction Design

The following paragraphs illustrate our interaction design to control
the previously described visualization.
Selection. STREAM uses a selection-based interaction approach,
meaning that users may only interact with one object (i.e. scatter
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: 2D visualization views on the tablet. The back button allows users to return to the main menu. (a) When a scatter plot
is selected, users can draw selections directly in the scatter plot, or click on the label beneath each axis to change dimensions.
(b) When a link is selected, users see a simple parallel coordinates similar to looking at the selected link from the side. Here,
users can create vertical selections on each side (i.e. scatter plot), or change the Y-dimension of the two connected scatter plots.
plot or link) of the visualization at a time. To better distinguish between the objects, all scatter plots receive one of eight colors upon
creation, as indicated by a colored frame. The current selection is
highlighted by particle efects in AR and by the tablet’s matching
background color scheme (see Figure 4(c)) – or gray, if a link is selected. Furthermore, a line in the user’s feld of view points towards
the currently selected object (see Figure 4(a)).
The current selection can be changed through the user’s headgaze, as indicated by an AR cursor. This allows users to quickly
select objects from far away. To mitigate the Midas touch problem,
we use a long dwell time (3 s) until the selection is confrmed. An
instantly-visible loading indicator will appear around the AR cursor
and turn green once the selection is complete. Similar to Jacob [32],
the selection process is further enriched by the tablet: During selection, the tablet will instantly display the color of the selected object.
In addition, users can tap anywhere on the tablet to skip the dwell
time (gaze and commit).
Eyes-free interaction. We employ a touch-based menu (see Figure 4(c)) for general system control actions (e.g. creating and deleting objects). To allow users to observe their actions in the AR environment and avoid the cost of display switching [27], we employ a
novel eyes-free interaction concept [68] consisting of two components: (1) The tablet menu is divided into four large prominent areas,
one for each corner: Assuming that the user holds the tablet in both
hands, each corner can be touched with the user’s thumb without
having to look at the tablet. (2) A head-up display (HUD) mirrors the
actions of the tablet menu’s four prominent areas (see Figure 4(a)),
so that users do not have to memorize where each action is located
on the tablet. Although this approach is restricted to at most four
actions, future work could explore and compare alternative design
solutions (e.g. scrollable menu, marking menus [46], incorporate
touch input beyond the front touchscreen [38]). Additional actions

are available in the middle of the menu, which require a display
switch and thus have an increased interaction cost. We make use
of this increased interaction cost for actions that require the user’s
attention (e.g. deleting scatter plot), or require the user to look at
the tablet for further action (e.g. viewing 2D visualization).
Symbolic interaction. In contrast to eyes-free interaction where
users focus on the AR environment, STREAM also ofers symbolic
interaction when using the tablet as output modality. This is mainly
used for scatter plot manipulation when viewing a 2D visualization
(see Figure 3), allowing users to directly create selections by drawing
on the scatter plot visualization (e.g. encircling clusters) or drawing
directly on an axis (e.g. selecting a range of values). This could
also be extended to support 3D selections (cf. [10]), thus allowing
selection in other 3D visualizations. Furthermore, the symbolic
interaction can be useful for assigning axis dimensions, where
users can scroll through a list or use the on-screen keyboard to
search for specifc dimensions.
Tablet lens. To decrease to cost of switching displays between
the AR environment and tablet for symbolic interaction, we make
use of the tablet’s spatial awareness as a kind of 2D lens into the
AR environment: While holding the tablet vertically, the tablet automatically displays the 2D visualization of the targeted AR object,
bridging the gap between tablet and AR environment. If a scatter
plot is selected, the AR scatter plot automatically rotates to match
the tablet’s position (see Figure 5) This allows users to quickly make
changes using symbolic interaction without losing the context of the
AR environment. After activating the tablet lens, users can also hold
the tablet in a more comfortable (i.e. angled) position to interact
with the 2D visualization view. Once the tablet is put back into a
level (i.e. horizontal) position, the tablet lens is deactivated and the
main menu is shown.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) Users see the prominent items for eyes-free interaction on their AR HUD around their cursor, allowing them to
click on the appropriate button on the tablet without looking down. A colored line points towards the currently selected object.
(b) While voice commands are active, the AR HUD shows all available commands with their activation keyword highlighted
in green. (c) The tablet menu contains up to four large buttons that can be clicked without looking at the tablet. Additional
menu actions with increased interaction cost are placed in the middle. The tablet’s background color matches the color of the
selected object.
Voice input. In addition to the eyes-free interaction, STREAM
also ofers voice commands as alternative input modality for system control. Although complex voice commands can be benefcial
(cf. [58, 59]), they exceed the scope of this work. Similarly, many
actions cannot be expressed as voice commands (e.g. drawing 2D
selections), and therefore have no counterpart. To better support
potential collaborative work and thus prevent any accidental voice
commands, STREAM uses a trigger for voice command activation:
Users need to hold two fngers on their tablet to activate voice commands. Once the system is listening, the AR HUD shows a list of
all available actions with highlighted trigger word (see Figure 4(b)).
Scatter plot placement. Users can place individual scatter plots
anywhere within the environment using multimodal interaction:
The user’s head-gaze determines the general position of the scatter plot, the distance can be adjusted through a drag gesture on
the tablet, and the scatter plot’s rotation is synchronized with the
tablet’s rotation. The placement can be confrmed by tapping on
the tablet or via voice command. To facilitate the comparison of relative diferences between scatter plots, users can also align scatter
plots to each other: When a scatter plot is moved near an existing
scatter plot, it aligns itself to the nearby scatter plot (see Figure 6).
Dashed blue lines indicate the origin and range of the alignment –
by moving the scatter plot away from these lines, the alignment is
canceled. While the alignment is active, users can also hold a fnger
on the tablet to extend the alignment infnitely. Once the fnger is
lifted, the scatter plot is automatically placed at its current position.
Linking. STREAM uses the head-gaze and commit input model to
establish links between scatter plots. When a scatter plot is selected,
users can create a new link via the main menu, starting from the
selected scatter plot; a preview of the new link then follows the
user’s head-gaze in AR and snaps to any valid scatter plots. Lastly,
the connection can be canceled or confrmed either by touching
the tablet, or via voice command. The link’s direction can also be
inverted via the system control menu.

Figure 5: The tablet lens is activate while holding the tablet
vertically. The scatter plot rotates to match the tablet’s 2D
view of the scatter plot.
Focus mode. Because the AR interaction hints may be distracting
when analyzing the data, STREAM ofers a focus mode in the main
menu which disables the eyes-free interaction by hiding both the AR
HUD and removes any interaction elements from the tablet, save
for a small central button to turn of the focus mode. While in focus
mode, users can still use voice commands for system control actions
or use the tablet lens to quickly manipulate a scatter plot.
Proxemic interaction. STREAM also ofers subtle, implicit proxemic interactions [4]: Small text may only appear when a user is
close; icons and text (e.g. dimension labels) will automatically rotate
towards users in close vicinity; and lines will disappear if the user is
standing inside a link, giving the user a clear view of the connected
scatter plot. We decided against any explicit proxemic interactions,
as they may be hard to interpret for users (cf. [2, 36]). Although
showing the proxemic zones may be feasible in AR, such explicit
proxemic interaction exceeds the scope of this work.

3.4

Prototype Implementation

We chose the Microsoft HoloLens 1 as AR HMD for STREAM, as
it allows users to move around freely and allows users to quickly
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Figure 7: For the spatially-aware tablet, we attached Vive
trackers to an iPad with the help of a custom 3D printed
mount. Two trackers provide stable tracking, regardless of
the tablet’s orientation.

Figure 6: Scatter plots can be aligned to other nearby scatter
plots. Dashed blue lines indicate the alignment range to the
user.
glance at their tablet. To compensate for the limited augmented
feld of view, the visualization size (20 cm) is a trade-of between
ftting well within the user’s sight, yet large enough to guarantee readability. For the tablet we chose an Apple iPad Pro 2017
(2048 × 1536 pixels, 9.7 ′′ , 437 g) with a custom 3D printed frame for
mounting two HTC Vive Trackers 20183 (see Figure 7), resulting in
a total tablet weight of 715 g.
The software uses a client/server structure using TCP and WebSockets, allowing for real-time synchronization between all clients.
We use a dedicated Windows 10 machine to process the Vive
Tracker data to make the tablets spatially aware. To unify the different coordinate systems (e.g. HoloLens, Vive Trackers), we place
a Vive Tracker on a visual marker and calibrate each client once
during start-up (cf. [3]). We used Unity 2019.1 for developing the
HoloLens application and processing Vive Tracker data, while the
spatially-aware tablet runs as native web application. Our server
was written in TypeScript and runs in a multithreaded Node.js v12
runtime. Due to limited hardware capabilities of our mobile devices
(i.e. HoloLens, iPad), the server is responsible for data processing.
Similarly, we employ GPU instancing to render all data items in
AR using custom shaders that receive position and color data via
textures. This also allows us to smoothly animate data items using
compute shaders with little impact to performance.

4

USER STUDY

We used STREAM to investigate in a user study how users can utilize the provided multimodal interaction capabilities of our specifc
device combination. We thus focus on three core topics: (1) the
use of the spatially-aware tablet; (2) the multimodal interaction; and
3 Due

to infrared interference between the HoloLens 1 and the Valve Lighthouses 1.0
causing tracking issues, we used the Valve Lighthouse 2.0.

(3) the general system usability. To narrow the scope of our study,
we chose a single-user scenario with guided tasks that do not require preexisting knowledge of visual data analysis. Additionally,
we intentionally chose non-experts to further shift the evaluation
focus towards the interaction concepts of our prototype. We collected both qualitative and quantitative data from each participant
to gain further insights into the specifc usage of STREAM. We
followed all ethical and sanitary guidelines provided by our local
university at the time of the study.

4.1

Participants

We recruited 8 students (4 female, 4 male) from diferent backgrounds (e.g. economics, natural sciences, psychology, history) aged
between 21–27 (M = 24.13, SD = 2) from the local university. No
participant had any disability hindering their physical movement,
no participant had any form of color blindness, and all participants
were right-handed. We asked participants to rate their experience
in diferent topics on a scale from 0–5 (no experience – very experienced): Participants had mixed prior knowledge concerning data
visualizations and data analysis: 4 had moderate experience (3–4)
with visualizations (with 2 participants having prior experience
with 3D data visualizations), and 4 participants were moderately
experienced (3–4) with data analysis tools (e.g. R, Microsoft Excel).
Combined, only 3 participants had no experience in either data visualization or data analysis. Prior usage of AR and VR was similarly
mixed: 4 participants have not used any AR application prior to
this study, while 3 participants have not used any VR application.
In total, 3 participants had no prior experience in either VR or AR
applications. Although all participants used a smartphone on a daily
basis, only one participant used a tablet on a daily basis.

4.2

Apparatus

The study took place in a spacious room with a walkable workspace
of approximately 3 m × 2.5 m, giving users ample space to place
their visualizations and move around freely (see Figure 8). A large
84 ′′ monitor was used to convey information about the application,
and later display the participant’s tasks during the actual study. In
addition, a desk outside of the participant’s workspace was used
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4.4

Figure 8: Our study setup provided users with ample space
to move around (green, not visible during study). A large display was used to guide users through the frst two tasks. The
experimenter (right) could follow the participant’s progress
in AR through the spectator viewer on a tablet.
for flling out questionnaires and the fnal interview. During the
study, participants wore a Microsoft HoloLens 1 and carried an
Apple iPad Pro (9.7 ′′ ) equipped with two HTC Vive Trackers (see
Figure 7), while the experimenter used a laptop to control the study.
In addition, the STREAM prototype was adjusted to focus on our
study’s tasks: Once less than ten data points are visible on a scatter
plot, the tablet shows each data point’s exact values in its 2D visualization; features that did not pertain to the tasks were removed
(i.e. focus mode, flter and sort attribute), resulting in a simplifed
user interface. We also implemented a passive spectator viewer that
allowed the experimenter to view the participant’s AR environment
through an Apple iPad Pro (9.7 ′′ ) (see Figure 8). The experimenter
can either navigate the AR environment through egocentric navigation, or spectate the participant’s AR view directly (due to technical
restrictions without real world background).

4.3

Tasks & Data Set

Due to our narrow focus on evaluating STREAM’ interaction concepts with non-experts, we opted for an artifcial workfow that
force participants to interact with STREAM’s features, with tasks
that resemble the workfow of similar systems. We imported the
NASA Exoplanet data set4 , as its high-dimensionality is a good ft
for our visualization. To ease the burden on our participants and
hardware, we reduced the data set to 500 randomly picked planets
(from approx. 4000) and picked 22 dimensions (from 356).
Each task required participants to create new scatter plots, choose
appropriate dimensions and selections, and link scatter plots together to fnd the one planet that matches the task’s description.
We used four tasks, all with a similar structure: “Find the Planet
Name of the planet with the following properties: Ecliptic Longitude:
Between 100° and 200°; [ . . . ]” Participants received step-by-step
instructions to solve the frst two tasks, and on-demand support for
the latter two tasks. Although no time limit was imposed on participants, we chose tasks that were solvable in less than 30 minutes
total, as prolonged wear of the HoloLens can cause discomfort [19].
4 https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/

(last accessed 2021-01-12)

Procedure

Participants were frst welcomed and provided with introductory
documents, containing information about the purpose of the user
study and its procedure, a consent form, and a demographic questionnaire. The experimenter then explained the STREAM prototype
and its visualizations to the participants, along with its interaction
concepts (e.g. eyes-free interaction). Afterwards, participants were
instructed on how to properly put on the HMD to ensure a comfortable wear and good visibility. After the application was started
remotely by the experimenter and calibrated, participants received
step-by-step instructions for the frst two tasks by showing the
participants visual instructions on a large display and monitoring
their progress through STREAM’s spectator viewer on a tablet. Once
participants successfully completed the initial two tasks, they were
given two similar tasks to solve on their own (without time limit).
Afterwards, the experimenter asked participants to fll out a user
experience questionnaire [55] and conducted a semi-structured
interview. Participants then received monetary compensation for
their time. In total, study duration ranged between 40–90 minutes
(M = 67 min, SD = 16 min), with participants spending between
24–50 minutes (M = 31.14 min, SD = 9.6 min) using STREAM: Some
participants went straight for the goal, while others playfully engaged with the application to solve the problem. One participant
aborted the study after the second task due to simulator sickness,
but still took part in the questionnaire and interview.

4.5

Data Collection

We collected audio data from a centrally placed microphone and
video data from two opposing ceiling-mounted cameras (for verifcation of participant behavior). Furthermore, the screen of both
the participant’s and the experimenter’s tablet were recorded. We
did not record any video from the HoloLens due to signifcant performance degradation. Instead, all application and interaction data
was logged on our server (e.g. user position within the room, touch
input coordinates), allowing for a complete reconstruction of the
study. This data was supplemented by a demographic questionnaire
before the study and the user experience questionnaire after task
completion. To gain further qualitative insights, we asked participants to use the Thinking-Aloud technique during task completion
and conducted a semi-structured interview afterwards.

5

FINDINGS

We organized our observations (using the critical incidents technique), logging data, and user feedback using afnity diagramming
to extract common themes. The followings sections discuss these
themes in accordance with our research objectives of (1) the use of
the spatially-aware tablet, (2) the multimodal interaction, and (3) the
system usability.

5.1

Use of Spatially-Aware Tablet

We specifcally investigated the use of the tablet’s spatial awareness
and how participants used the eyes-free interaction concept. In addition, participants expressed concerns about dropping the tablet
during use.
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5.2

Multimodal Interaction

For the use of multimodal interaction, we investigated four topics: (1) whether our choice of input modalities for a given tasks
were justifed; (2) if and how voice commands were used; (3) if the
multimodal selection of 3D objects posed any issues; and (4) how
participants used the AR environment, especially with regard to
egocentric navigation.
Figure 9: Boxplot of how long each participant held their
tablet vertically during each use of the tablet lens. Vertical lines show quartiles, individual points show duration of
each tablet lens activation.

Spatial awareness. The tablet’s spatial awareness was used sparingly when moving scatter plots: After placing the frst scatter plot,
the tablet’s spatial awareness was quickly forgotten in favor of
aligning scatter plots to each other. Participants also thought that
the tablet had to match scatter plot exactly (cf. high degree of compatibility [8, 15]), and thus tried to hold the tablet vertically to rotate
the scatter plot. Although one participant generally appreciated
the rotation feature, the participant found the tablet uncomfortable
to hold in certain positions (e.g. when rotating by 90°).
On the other hand, the spatial awareness did play a signifcant
role as spatial trigger (i.e. activating tablet lens): All participants
often rotated their tablet briefy into a vertical position to switch
to the tablet’s 2D visualization view, thus circumventing a menu
action (out of a total of 235 actions to activate the 2D visualization
view, 127 were performed via touch and 108 via spatial trigger).
Three participants even used this spatial trigger more often than
the corresponding menu action. However, participants quickly put
the tablet down into a position where the 2D visualization was still
active, yet more comfortable to hold (see Figure 9).
Eyes-free interaction. Every participant reported that they understood the eyes-free interaction concept (i.e. interacting with the
tablet without looking at it), although two participants admitted
that they still looked at the tablet out of habit. Still, most participants appreciated the eyes-free interaction, especially due to the
large buttons: “Consciously I never had to look at the tablet [ . . . ]
I thought the two big buttons on the left and right side were really
intuitive and practical.” (P1). Yet, even with HUD indicators and
large buttons, all participants did not feel confdent enough to use
the eyes-free interaction right away: “I did actually use [the eyes-free
interaction] once I knew [ . . . ] where each button is located” (P7).
Fear of dropping tablet. Participants generally appreciated having
something tangible to manipulate objects from a distance: “That you
can link this with your tablet, that’s like a kind of remote control, that’s
really good” (P8). However, four participants expressed concerns
about accidentally dropping the tablet, especially when holding the
tablet in one hand (e.g. while drawing selections or using the onscreen keyboard). Three participants found the tablet heavy when
holding it in one hand, yet upon further inquiry they indicated that
this fear was not related to the tablet’s extra weight.

Choice of input modalities. Participants generally liked that they
had the option of using several diferent input modalities: “I also
liked that you can speak, that you can do that with the [HoloLens],
and with the tablet and all that.” (P6), and “I liked [the diferent input
methods], I think they were somewhat intuitive after a while.” (P5)
Two participants also suggested additional alternatives, such as
mid-air gestures for linking scatter plots. Due to the concerns of
dropping the tablet, one participant suggested using smartphones
or VR controllers for general interaction, but did prefer the tablet for
interacting with the 2D scatter plots (e.g. when creating selections).
Two participants also tried to place a new scatter plot in-between
two connected scatter plots, expecting that the existing link would
automatically adapt to include the new scatter plot. This may warrant further investigation into utilizing proxemic interaction for
more natural input (cf. [2, 36]).
Voice commands. While all participants had to perform at least
one voice command as part of the introductory task, only one participant continued to use voice commands as part of their workfow
(out of 635 commands where both options were available, only 36
were performed with voice commands). Still, three participants
appreciated that they at least had an alternative option available,
but fve participants stated that they strongly preferred touch over
voice: “I’m more of a haptic person, I want to grab things with my
hands” (P3) and “I think touch is somehow more intuitive” (P5). However, four participants were open to the idea of using more complex
voice commands (e.g. as used in [19, 59]), especially if it saves time.
Still, showing the keywords as part of the HUD proved benefcial:
“I liked that the [hints] were there [ . . . ] for a voice command that I
didn’t have present, I liked that I could look at it and there it is.” (P1)
Selection. Generally, participants found the selection through
head-gaze easy to use, especially in simple visualizations with
few selectable objects. While selecting scatter plots was straightforward, selecting a link between two scatter plots caused problems
for two participants, as their hitbox (i.e. selection target) was not
apparent to the user. However, once an object was selected, it was
immediately obvious to all participants due to both the particle
efects in the AR environment as well as the tablet’s matching background color: “What I liked, that it became instantly clear that you’re
now on the green scatter plot, because your tablet’s background was
now green [ . . . ] I really liked that” (P7).
To prevent the Midas touch problem, we employed a long dwell
time with immediately-visible loading indicator. As a result, all
participants reported that they never selected anything by accident, though two participants did fnd the immediate change of the
tablet’s background color distracting. Our logging data confrms
that if an object was being selected, users almost always either
completed the selection, or canceled the selection very early: 80%
of canceled selection attempts lasted less than 0.8 seconds (M =
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Figure 10: Boxplot showing when participants manually
skipped selection, fltered for participants that used the
manual skip more than once. Vertical lines show quartiles,
individual points show when a tap occurred.
0.48 s, SD = 0.59 s). Yet, some participant did sometimes look away
moments before the selection was completed, thereby canceling the
selection accidentally. Two participants therefore suggested feedback (e.g. auditory) in addition to the existing visual feedback (i.e.
indicator turning green) when the selection has been completed.
Lastly, we investigated if participants were able to skip the selection’s dwell time by tapping on the tablet. Even though all participants had to skip the selection at least once as part of the tutorial,
only three participants used it consistently during subsequent tasks.
However, these three participants used this skipping method more
frequently than waiting for the dwell time to complete: “That was
very cool, that I could tap on [the tablet] and then it directly fnished
loading, I liked that.” (P7) Our logging data shows that manual skips
occurred on average approximately 1.5 s after the selection started
(M = 1.43 s, SD = 0.7 s, see Figure 10).
AR environment. Seven participants liked the use of AR, as they
felt safe when moving around and felt an emotional connection
to a workspace: “You still have the feeling of somehow sitting in a
workplace” (P7). One participant suggested aligning virtual objects
to real objects (e.g. walls), or put them into predefned anchors.
Two participants also felt that a large, sterile room was necessary,
as their own workspace was too small and too cluttered.
Participants generally made use of the spacious room to move
around: Movement was sometimes explicit (e.g. participants stepping closer to zoom in) and sometimes implicit (e.g. slightly moving
to select an object). Participants with more complex visualization
(i.e. visualizations with more links and scatter plots) moved around
more than users with less objects, suggesting that head-gaze alone
may not be sufcient for selection in complex visualizations. The
option to move around was, however, appreciated: “I like that you
can move around, because otherwise you just sit there. [ . . . ] You can
actively work with it.” (P3)

5.3

System Usability

Here we focus on the general system usability and on topics such
as the user experience, the interaction with the visualization, and
the use of space through placement and alignment of scatter plots.
User experience. In general, participants were positive about using the system and felt that it had “much potential” and that it was
“interesting”, “cool”, but also “complex”: “What I liked, it reacted very
quickly and was always there wherever I brought it with me.” (P6),
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and “It was so much fun to go through these tasks with it.” (P1) This
is refected in the user experience questionnaire (ranging from -3
to 3), receiving high scores in the hedonic qualities (stimulation: M
= 2.3, SD = 0.33; novelty: M = 2.13, SD = 0.42) and scoring well in
attractiveness (M = 1.78, SD = 0.36).
Due to our artifcial workfow, the task related quality aspects
received mostly lower scores (perspicuity: M = 0.88, SD = 0.92;
efciency: M = 1.25, SD = 0.08; dependability: M = 1.13, SD = 0.29).
Additionally, all participants required some time to get used to
the system: “As soon as you performed each action twice it actually
was very intuitive and you could get a feel for it, I thought that
was great” (P7). This habituation period may be partially due to
the “many new terms” some participants had to learn which were
“initially overwhelming”, but also due to the novelty of an AR HMD
which most participants did not experience before and a novel
interaction concept (i.e. eyes-free interaction with spatially-aware
tablet). Two participants therefore valued the initial introduction
(i.e. presentation and guided tasks), but wished for an even more
interactive tutorial.
Visualization. The visualization was quickly understood by seven
participants: “First it looked very complex, but as soon as I understood
the flter feature [ . . . ] I thought it was actually very understandable” (P4). In our scenario, the 3D visualization served as a helpful
overview, with three participants mentioning that it helped them
keep track of each step and visually see how the data is reduced.
Participants also immediately understood the connection between the 2D visualization and its AR counterpart. While the
tablet’s size was appreciated when interacting with the 2D scatter plot, fve participants did expect common touch gestures (e.g.
pinch-to-zoom) to be available, which were not included due to an
overlap with the voice command activation trigger: “Intuitively I
thought you could zoom in somewhere on the tablet.” (P4)
Scatter plot placement & alignment. As part of the tutorial, participants had to place the frst scatter plot at a position of their
liking, and subsequent scatter plots in a straight line to get familiar with the alignment feature. Participants instantly grasped the
multimodal interaction concept (i.e. using head-gaze, egocentric
navigation, and touch gestures) to position scatter plots. Although
the alignment was not necessary for the study’s tasks (as there
was no comparison of relative diferences), the alignment was very
well-received: “Especially [the alignment] was really good, because
[ . . . ], once I opened a second layer, I could align the scatter plots with
the ones next to them, and then it’s clearly arranged” (P1), and “I was
very, very happy about the alignment function” (P7).

6

INSIGHTS & IMPLICATIONS

In this section, we refect on our implementation and present design
insights (D1–D6) to guide the development of spatially-aware touch
devices in AR, as well as research implications (I1–I7) for topics that
need further investigation. Our insights and implications are based
on both our design of STREAM (Section 3), which is grounded in the
analysis of prior work (Section 2), and the usage patterns observed
in our user study (Section 5). We structure our refections based on
our three research objectives of (1) the use of the spatially-aware
tablet, (2) the multimodal interaction, and (3) the system usability.
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6.1

Spatially-Aware Tablet

Although our interaction design and study tasks did not use the
tablet’s spatial awareness to its full potential, our results are still in
line with previous research: (1) the tablet’s physical rotation was not
well-understood, uncomfortable, and overshadowed by the alignment feature (cf. [28]); and (2) our tablet lens, though not entirely
used as we intended, was quickly adapted into the participant’s
workfow as spatial trigger (cf. [8]) (D1). Prior research has investigated a multitude of diferent spatial actions (e.g. tablet fip [61],
holding a device at diferent angles for diferent actions [46]). Here,
a study could investigate the feasibility of diferent spatial actions
in terms of accuracy, fatigue, and speed (I1). Similarly, we chose
a tablet as it provided a good trade-of between display size for
symbolic interaction and mobility for egocentric navigation. This
allowed us to interact with the 3D environment on a familiar 2D
interface, which can also be applied to more general use cases (e.g.
fne-grained control of object properties, cf. [62]). Since our design
choice was informed by prior work on mobile devices in mixed
reality (e.g. [10, 61, 62]), we did not compare our approach against
alternative devices (e.g. VR controllers, mid-air gestures) or device
sizes. Further studies are necessary to compare diferent approaches
for interacting with 2D visualizations on diferent devices regarding
accuracy, fatigue, and task completion time (I2).
Furthermore, our eyes-free interaction concept allowed users
to concentrate on the AR environment, while also providing some
of the benefts of touch interaction, such as haptic feedback (D2).
However, our eyes-free interaction technique has inherent design
limitations, as it occupies most of display space for the large buttons and is limited to at most four diferent actions (one for each
corner). Because our eyes-free interaction design represents only
one of many possible alternatives, further studies are necessary
to compare alternatives, such as touch gestures (e.g. [15, 30]) for
diferent actions or touch gestures to control radial menus (e.g.
[7]) (I3). Despite these limitations, the eyes-free interaction can be
a good ft for general hybrid user interfaces, as it allows users to
beneft from a physical interface (e.g. tablet) while concentrating
on the AR environment.
Design Insights – Spatially-Aware Tablet
D1 Employ spatial triggers (e.g. tablet fip) as explicit input
D2 Use eyes-free interaction with mobile devices (e.g.
tablets) for AR HMDs

Research Implications – Spatially-Aware Tablet
I1 Comparison of diferent explicit spatial actions with
tablets
I2 Comparison of AR input devices & sizes
I3 Comparison of eyes-free interaction techniques

6.2

Multimodal Interaction

AR devices ofer many opportunities to employ multimodal interaction, which can be benefcial for ofering alternative input methods
(in our case, voice commands) and combining the advantages of
diferent modalities to unlock more degrees of freedom (e.g. placing
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objects using head-gaze, touch gestures, and egocentric navigation).
Although voice commands were underused in our case, using the
tablet as eyes-free trigger to activate voice commands proved to be
useful and can be benefcial for collaborative scenarios (i.e. prevention of accidental voice commands). In addition, AR HMDs allow
for unintrusive, always-visible, and context-aware hints of which
voice commands are available to the user (D3) – which, in our case,
extended the already available HUD for eyes-free interaction.
For the selection of diferent objects within the 3D visualization,
we chose head-gaze combined with egocentric navigation, as this
allowed for the selection of distant objects. While this worked well
when only few objects were available for selection, users had to
increasingly use egocentric navigation for more complex visualizations. This can be mitigated for example by selecting objects by
touching the objects with the corner of our spatially-aware tablet
(cf. [61]), but forgoes the advantages of head-gaze. Here, research
could explore multimodal combinations that could, for example,
allow users to select an occluded object from far away (I4).
Prior work (e.g. [32]) also advises for the use of dwell time to
prevent the Midas touch efect. This works well in AR, as current
AR devices employ an AR cursor to signify the exact position of the
user’s head gaze. This AR cursor can be useful to add contextual,
unintrusive information, such as a loading indicator that informs
the user of the current selection (D4). However, this indicator may
give a false sense of security, causing users to look away before
the selection has been completed; here, delaying the feedback of a
completed selection by a few milliseconds can be benefcial.
During selection, the tablet performed two roles: (1) The tablet
showed the color of the currently selected object, which was benefcial for some, but also distracting for others. (2) When selecting an
object, users could tap on their tablet to instantly skip the dwell time.
This skipping proved to be very benefcial, making the selection
process much more responsive (D5).
Lastly, we also identifed many opportunities for implicit proxemic interaction that can be helpful to make text within the 3D
scene more readable (e.g. by rotating text towards the user). We
decided against explicit proxemic actions on the basis of prior work,
which found that proxemic zones may be hard to convey (cf. [2, 36]).
However, these zones or interaction opportunities can be easily
conveyed with AR, depending on the current context: For example,
our alignment lines show the range in which the alignment is active.
Further research could therefore explore the feasibility of diferent
cues for proxemic interaction in AR (I5).
Design Insights – Multimodal Interaction
D3 Display available voice commands in AR HUD
D4 Use an immediately-visible loading indicator for selection in AR via head-gaze
D5 Add explicit action to instantly skip dwell time

Research Implications – Multimodal Interaction
I4 Investigate multimodal selection in complex 3D
scenes
I5 Explore the feasibility of visual cues for proxemic
interaction in AR
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6.3

System Usability

To narrow our focus on the use of spatially-aware tablets in AR,
we chose a 3D visualization that was easily decomposed into 2D
components for interaction with the tablet. This allowed us to
split our tasks into 2D interaction (e.g. drawing data selections)
and 3D interaction (e.g. scatter plot position), thus leveraging the
strengths of multimodal interaction and especially touch-based
interaction. Due to hardware limitations, we made the visualization
size a trade-of between good legibility and ftting within the user’s
augmented feld of view. However, this required a large room to
make full use of the visualization. Future iterations of AR HMDs
may become commonplace in the user’s workspace; future research
could therefore investigate how to make efective use of this limited
space for organizing and interacting with visualizations in the
user’s workspace (I6). Although we could make use of navigation
techniques (cf. [15]), this space could also ofer new interaction
opportunities, for example by using predefned anchors in the user’s
workspace.
Due to our choice of visualization, we also added an alignment
feature, allowing users to compare data between two scatter plots
without introducing errors due to position diferences. While this
feature was not necessary in our user study, it appealed to all of
our participants (D6). This alignment feature has the potential of
reducing clutter within an AR environment, even outside of the
context of immersive analytics – an important yet often neglected
topic.
Lastly, while we chose a single-user scenario to explore the feasibility of our interaction concept, we still added the spectator viewer,
allowing us to provide guidance to users in AR. One participant
expressed the potential for this kind of asymmetric collaboration:
“I found it really cool that you could look at what I was doing with
my HoloLens by simply coming to me with a tablet, and that you did
not have to also put on a HoloLens or boot up something else; but that
you could simply look into it ‘quick and dirty’, I thought that was
cool. Because assuming you just discovered something really great and
you want to show it to someone else, then they can just look via the
tablet” (P7). Recent works have demonstrated the benefts of symmetric collaboration in mixed reality environments for visual data
analysis (cf. [18, 40, 53]), but the spectator viewer of our STREAM
prototype also indicates the promise of asymmetric mixed device
collaboration (I7).

Design Insights – System Usability
D6 Support 3D object alignment in mixed reality environments

Research Implications – System Usability
I6 Investigate efective use of space for AR visualizations
(e.g. in small ofce workplace)
I7 Investigation of asymmetric co-located collaboration
(e.g. HMD and handheld AR)
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7

LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK

To uncover initial usability problems and investigate the general
feasibility of our interaction concept, we intentionally used an
artifcial workfow and non-expert users in our study. Thus, our
results show the possible potential of using spatially-aware devices
for interacting with a 3D data visualization in AR, but given the
large amount of design parameters, further studies are necessary
to investigate the advantages compared to other systems.
Many of the uncovered issues stem from the early state of our
prototype: Most participants worried about dropping the tablet,
which may be partially attributed to the heavy weight introduced
by the spatial trackers. Since our results show that the spatial awareness was not used as much as we expected, we can now investigate
more limited, yet lightweight solutions (e.g. internal sensors). Alternatively, we may compare our tablet-based approach against a
smartphone-based approach to see if the handiness of the smartphone can ofset the extra screen space of the tablet.
We also intentionally reduced the duration of our study to accommodate our users as the HMD can be very uncomfortable over
longer periods. Since all of our participants needed some time to
get accustomed to our system, this left little time to actually test out
the system after getting used to its features. Given that future hardware iterations (e.g. Microsoft HoloLens 2) are more comfortable
to wear, future studies should account for this habituation period
by ofering more extensive interactive tutorials.

8

CONCLUSION

We present the STREAM prototype, which combines spatiallyaware tablets with head-mounted augmented reality for multimodal
interaction with 3D visualizations. STREAM is a proof of concept
that employs an established 3D visualization, allowing us to study
the role of spatially-aware tablets in immersive analytics. We developed a novel eyes-free interaction technique for the seamless
interaction between the tablet and the AR environment, which
leverages the tablet’s form factor to place prominent actions into
each corner that can be operated thanks to an AR head-up display.
In addition, our interaction concepts allow users to bridge the gap
between tablet and AR environment, enabling fuid interaction between the 2D and 3D representation of our visualization. While we
demonstrated our interaction design in the context of immersive
analytics, our design (e.g. seamless interaction between AR and
tablet, eyes-free interaction menu) can also be transferred to a more
general use case.
Furthermore, we refect on our implementation to contribute
design insights to foster the application of spatially-aware touch
devices in AR and research implications indicating areas that need
further investigation. These insights and implications stem from
both our experience of developing STREAM and observations from
a user study, contributing towards a better understanding of the
combination of mobile devices and head-mounted AR displays.
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